Peer

Problem
18 million blind and visually impaired people in the United States have no way to find out whether or not a restaurant is accessible to them without trying first.

Solution
Peer is a restaurant review app for the visually impaired that allows them to review the accessibility of a restaurant's think of Yelp but for accessibility insights.

Key Accessibility Insights
- Noise Level
- Guide Dog Friendliness
- Accessible Menu Offered
- Bathrooms on Entrance Floor
- Stairs Required
- Staff Friendliness

User Interface Capabilities
- High Contrast
- Screen Reader Compatible
- Accessible Font, Including Style and Size
- Large Space between Elements

Peer Business
Andrew's Tee Shop
300 Washington St.
New York, NY 10014

Stroll Mode" allows users to explore around town while the list of places updates live.

The home page shows nearby places and their overall ratings, along with paid restaurant promotions.

The place details page shows the breakdown of a place's rating, along with directions to a place and directions update.